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Abstract
This paper discusses shared arguments in coordinate structures in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). It assumes that a shared argument between two conjuncts can be a subject or an object. The paper uses the lexical-functional grammar (LFG) framework for analyzing this kind of structure. In LFG, the two possible analyses for similar structures involve analyzing the shared argument as bearing two functions in the two conjuncts. The first analysis is the split analysis, where the shared argument is zipped to both conjuncts by assuming that the verb phrases in both conjuncts are split. The second analysis is function spreading, in which the function of the shared argument is spread from one conjunct to another. This paper argues that the previous analyses in LFG have faced some problems in accounting for this phenomenon in MSA. To solve these problems, this paper contributes a new analysis for shared arguments that involves analyzing the missing argument, whether it is a subject or an object, as a null argument.
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1. Introduction
This paper discusses nonconstituent coordination or shared arguments in MSA and uses an LFG approach to account for this phenomenon. The term shared arguments is used to refer to two types of sharing that occur in MSA and other languages. In a coordinate structure, the two conjuncts may share the same subject or object. The following examples from MSA show the two types of sharing (Note 1):

(1) a. al-ṭalib-u ǧakara  al-dars-a  wa  nağaha  fî
def-student study.PFV.3SGM def-lesson-ACC and succeed.PFV-3SGM in
al-Tihabit-ı.
def-exam-GEN
‘The student studied the lesson and (he) succeeded in the exam’

b. qābal-tu  wa  kullama  fārs-un  ʿahmad-a.
meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SGM Faris-NOM Ahmad-ACC
‘I met (Ahmad) and Faris talked to Ahmad’

In example (1a), two conjuncts share the same subject; the verb ǧakara “studied” in the first conjunct and the verb nağaha “succeeded” in the second conjunct share the same subject, which is al-ṭalib-u “the student”. By contrast, the two conjuncts in example (1b) share the proper noun Ahmad, which functions as an object for both verbs in this coordinate structure. The latter phenomenon, which is called right node raising (RNR) and found in many languages, has attracted some attention in the literature. This paper discusses both phenomena and provides an appropriate analysis within the LFG framework (Note that this paper is assuming that there is no a pronoun, functioning as a subject in example (1a)).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides data from MSA; section 2.1 explains the data on RNR in
MSA, and 2.2 shows the sharing in subject function. Section 3 discusses the previous analyses in LFG, and it begins by providing a brief overview of LFG and the analysis of coordinate structure in this framework. The discussion of previous LFG analyses of a similar phenomenon is presented in 3.1, where split analysis is explained, and in 3.2, where function spreading is discussed. In this section, this paper demonstrates that both analyses are unable to account for all examples in MSA. Therefore, section 4 introduces a new analysis in LFG that can account for all examples in MSA. In this analysis, the missing arguments are analyzed as null arguments.

2. Data

This section discusses two kinds of phenomena that are related to one another in MSA, as demonstrated in the analysis in this paper. The first phenomenon is RNR, where a shared element between two conjuncts in a coordinate structure appears in the second conjunct and functions as an object. The second phenomenon also has a shared element between two conjuncts in a coordinate structure, but the shared element here functions as a subject rather than an object. Both phenomena are regarded as a kind of a nonconstituent coordination in this paper (Note 2).

2.1 Right Node Raising

This part of the paper discusses RNR and shows its properties in MSA, such as the position of the missing element, the ability to share a nonconstituent element, the types of conjunctions and the types of predicates that are used in this structure. The term RNR pivot is used in this paper to refer to an element that is shared by conjuncts in an RNR structure.

The position of the RNR pivot is usually the same in a variety of languages. In particular, the position of RNR pivot is at the right of a coordinate structure in many languages. Ross (1967), Postal (1974), Wilder (1999), Hartmann (2000), Sabbagh (2007), Ha (2008), Shabani (2015) and others state that the RNR pivot must be located at the right of this structure. The following examples illustrate the position of the RNR pivot in the English language:

(2)
a. [David fixed ...... ] and [Mary watched the television].

b. *[David fixed ...... ] and [Mary watched the television] on Friday.

In both examples above, the argument the television is shared by the two predicates fixed and watched in the two conjuncts. In example (2a), this element is spelled out at the rightmost position of the second conjunct; therefore, this sentence is grammatical. By contrast, the shared element is spelled out in the second conjunct but is not at the rightmost position, and hence, the sentence is ungrammatical. Furthermore, the location of the deleted element in the first conjunct must be at the rightmost position, according to Duman and van Riemsdijk (2003, 7), who uses the following ungrammatical example as evidence that the deleted element must be at the rightmost position in the first conjunct:

(3) *[George left ...... in the drawer] and [Elaine wrote in the train the letter].

However, the case in MSA is different, as the RNR pivot can appear in other positions. The free word order of MSA allows more positions for the RNR pivot in this language. In particular, the RNR pivot can appear at the rightmost position, as shown in example (4a), and can also appear in another position in the second conjunct, as shown in example (4b). Thus, both examples below are grammatical:

(4) a. qābal-tu ṣa’allama ṣālim-un ḥamad-a.
   meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SGM Salem-NOM Ahmad-ACC
   ‘I met (Ahmad) and Salem talked to Ahmad’

b. qābal-tu ṣa’allama ṣālim-un ḥamad-a bi-ṣamt-in
   meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SGM Salem-NOM Ahmad-ACC with-voice-GEN
   murtaff-‘in, loud-GEN
   ‘I met (Ahmad) and Salem talked loudly to Ahmad’

This construction in MSA involves more positions in which the RNR pivot can occur. It can occur in the first
conjunct either before or after the predicate. The following examples illustrate the two cases: the RNR pivot occurs before the predicate qābal “met” in the first conjunct in example (5a) and after this predicate in (5b):

   Ahmad-ACC meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SG Zayd-NOM
   ‘I met (Ahmad) and Zayd talked to Ahmad’

   b. qābal-tu ?aḥmad-a wa kallama Zayd-un.
      meet.PFV-1SG Ahmad-ACC and talk.PFV.3SG Zayd-NOM
      ‘I met (Ahmad) and Zayd talked to Ahmad’

2.1.1 Constituency and Nonconstituency

The RNR pivot can be a constituent, as in the examples above, and can be a nonconstituent, as stated by Abbott (1976) and Wyngaard (2009), among others. The following examples illustrate nonconstituents that have undergone RNR—in English in example (6a) and in Dutch in (6b)—and both are grammatical.

(6) a. ‘Leslie played, and Mary sang, some C and W songs at George’s party’

   b. ‘[Jan heeft met het meisje dat de rode ...............] en [Piet heeft met de
      Jan has with the girl who the red ............. and Piet has with the
      jongen die de witte wijn binnenbracht] gesproken’ (Wyngaard, 2009, 21).
      boy who the white wine in.brought talked

The case is the same in MSA, as the RNR pivot can be a constituent as illustrated in (4a), repeated in (7a), or it can be a nonconstituent, as shown in example (7b) below, in which the RNR pivot is ʔahmad-a yawma al-ʔarbi‘alʔ-i “Ahmad on Wednesday”, containing a noun phrase and an adverb phrase. Thus, the adverb yawma al-ʔarbi‘alʔ-i “the day of Wednesday” modifies both predicates in both conjuncts. Thus, the RNR pivot in this example does not form a constituent.

(7) a. qābal-tu wa kallama sāīm-un ʔaḥmad-a.
    meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SG Saēm-NOM Ahmad-ACC
    ‘I met (Ahmad) and Salem talked to Ahmad’

   b. qābal-tu wa kallama sāīm-un ʔaḥmad-a yawm-ʔa
      meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SG Saēm-NOM Ahmad-ACC day-ACC
      al-ʔarbi‘alʔ-i.
      DEF-Wednesday-GEN
      ‘I met (Ahmad) and Salem talked to Ahmad on Wednesday’

2.1.2 Conjunctions

Like other languages, MSA allows RNR with a variety of conjunctions. The following examples illustrate some conjunctions in MSA with this phenomenon. In example (8a), RNR occurs with the conjunction wa “and”. In example (8b), it occurs with ʔaw “or”. In (8c), it occurs with la “kin “but”:
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2.1.3 Kinds of Predicates

In MSA, the predicates that share an element may be verbs, as illustrated in the previous examples, or kinds of predicates other than verbs; thus, similar structures in MSA can have non-verbal predicates. The active and passive participles can function as predicates in MSA (see Ryding (2005)), and in this case, two active or passive participle predicates can share the same element. The example in (9a) contains two active participles functioning as predicates and sharing an argument, which is Layla, which functions as an object of both predicates. Similarly, the two passive participles in example (9b) function as predicates and share the same argument, which is Salem.

(9) a. ḥāda mukallim-un wa ḥālid-un
   this.NOM talk.ACT.PTCP.3SGM-NOM and Khaled-NOM
   meet.ACT.PTCP.3SGM-NOM Layla.ACC tomorrow.ACC
   ‘They will talk (to Layla) and Khaled will meet Layla tomorrow’

b. sālim-un muqābal-un wa ḥālid-un
   Salem NOM meet.PASS.PTCP.3SGM-NOM and Khaled-NOM
   mukallam-un min laylā.
   talk.PASS.PTCP.3SGM-NOM from Layla
   ‘Salem will be met (by Layla) and Khaled will be talked to by Layla’

Additionally, verbal nouns in MSA, which name the action of their corresponding verbs, can function as predicates (see Ryding (2005)) and share an argument in a coordinate structure as well. In example (10), the two verbal nouns ḥubb “love” and taqdyr “respect” share the same object, which is Khaled, and the accusative case marking at the end of this NP shows that it functions as an object of both verbal nouns.

(10) ʿāgīb-tu min ḥubb-i zayd-in wa
   admire.PFV-1SGM from love.VN-GEN-3SGM Zayd-GEN and
   taqdyr-i-ka ḥālid-an.
   respect.VN-GEN-2SGM Khaled-ACC
   ‘I admire Zayd’s love (for Khaled) and your respect for Khaled’
2.2 Subject Function

In all the previous examples of RNR in this paper, the shared element functions as an object. However, the shared argument in MSA can perform another function. In particular, this argument can be the subject of the two predicates in a coordinate structure. The following examples are illustrative: *Khaled in* example (11a) functions as the subject of both predicates in the coordinate structure. Likewise, the proper noun *Ali* in example (11b) functions as the subject of both predicates in this example. Importantly, this paper does not assume that the agreement of the second verbs in the following examples are pronouns functioning as subjects, which is suggested in traditional grammar of Arabic language and in other frameworks.

(11) a. ḥālid-un yaqra?u al-risālat-a wa yaktubu
   Khaled-NOM read.IPV.3SGM DEF-letter-ACC and write.IPV.3SGM al-radd-a.
   DEF-reply-ACC
   ‘Khaled reads the letter and writes the reply’

b. *al-i-un dākara al-dars-a wa naqāha.
   Ali-NOM study.PFV.3SGM DEF-lesson-ACC and succeed.PFV.3SGM
   ‘Ali studied and succeeded’

In this paper, both examples in (11) are considered a type of nonconstituent coordination in which the coordination is between two IPs sharing the same subject, which is pronounced in the first conjunct in this structure. This paper uses a uniform analysis to account for both sharing phenomena, namely, the RNR and the shared subject. The uniform analysis assists in accounting for some examples in MSA that show some overlap between the two phenomena. In particular, it is possible in MSA to find two predicates sharing the same argument in a coordinate structure, but each predicate requires this argument to fill a different function. The following example in (12) illustrates this situation in MSA, in which the proper noun *Zayd-an* is shared between the two predicates in both conjuncts but is required as a subject of the first predicate and as an object of the second predicate.

(12) ṭakraram-an-ī wa kallam-tu zayd-an.
   honor.PFV.3SGM-1SG and talk.PFV-1SG Zayd-ACC
   ‘(Zayd) honored me and I talked to him’

Some of the characteristics that are discussed in relation to RNR, such as the position of the missing element and the types of conjunctions, are similar when the function of the missing element is the subject. However, others, such as the nonconstituency and types of predicates, are not applicable to the subject function.

3. Previous Analysis in LFG

LFG has the advantage of having two levels of representation, namely, the constituent structure (c-structure) and the functional structure (f-structure). Similar to other syntactic frameworks, LFG assumes that words should be organized into constituents that are represented in trees and licensed by rules. The principle of x-bar theory used in LFG assumes that lexical items occur as heads of phrases and that they may appear with a specifier or a complement position within the phrase. The lexical or functional category in x-bar theory is related to a maximal or nonmaximal projection (see Jackendoff, 1977; Chomsky, 1986; Dalrymple, 2001).

The f-structure in LFG is devoted to function information. This f-structure contains a function from attributes to values, or it can be assumed to be a set of pairs in which the first member of the pair is an attribute and the second is its value (see Kaplan & Bresnan, 1982; Bresnan, 2001).
Another function in LFG relates nodes in the c-structure to their corresponding f-structures; hence, nodes in the c-structure are related to specific f-structures, in which each node is related to one f-structure, while the f-structure may be related to more than onenode.

The analysis of a shared element in coordinate structures or RNR in LFG requires discussing both the c-structure and the f-structure. Before we initiate the discussion of previous analyses of nonconstituent coordination, we should begin with a brief introduction to the analysis of coordinate structures in LFG. The example in (13) below illustrates a simple case of sentential coordination in the English language. This kind of coordination is analyzed by Bresnan et al. (1985), Kaplan & Maxwell (1988) and Dalrymple (2001) as a coordination between two IPs. The rule, the c-structure and the f-structure that are shown in (14), (15a) and (15b), respectively, are proposed for analyzing the sentence in (13) in the LFG framework. The rule in (14) indicates that this coordination is between IPs, and the annotation ↓ ⇐↑ beneath the IPs indicates that the f-structures that correspond to the IPs, which are named j and y in the f-structure in (15b), are members of a set in the main f-structure. The advantage of using a set in this analysis is that it allows a coordinate structure to have properties that are nondistributive, meaning that the conjuncts in a coordinate structure do not have these properties individually. In other words, this analysis allows the whole coordinate structure to have different properties from the individual conjuncts. For example, the tense feature in the f-structure j or y is a distributive feature because it is distributed to a specific conjunct. In contrast, if any feature is added beneath the feature CONJ “and”, it will be nondistributive, as it is a property of the whole coordinate structure and is not distributed to any conjunct. The symbol + in the rule below means that more than one IP can occur before the conjunction, and this is optional in the English language.

(13) David failed and Mary succeeded.

(14) \[ \text{IP} \rightarrow \text{IP}^{+} \quad \text{Conj} \quad \text{IP} \]
\[ \downarrow \epsilon \quad \uparrow \]
\[ \uparrow=\downarrow \]
\[ \downarrow \epsilon \quad \uparrow \]

The c-structure in (15a) corresponds to the f-structure in (15b). The annotation ↑=↓ beneath some daughters in the c-structure indicates that they occur in the same f-structure as their mother, while the annotation (↑SUBJ)=↓, which appears beneath both NPs in both conjuncts, indicates that both NPs occur in the embedded f-structures, named SUBJ, and they fill the subject function required by both predicates. As shown in the f-structure in (15b), both IPs, which represent both conjuncts, appear in f-structures inside the set. Each f-structure inside the set has an attribute called PRED whose value shows the requirement of the predicate. Both predicates in both conjuncts require a subject only, and this is represented in both f-structures.
The remainder of this section discusses the analysis of shared arguments in the LFG framework. The section reviews two suggested analyses for RNR in LFG. The first analysis was proposed by Maxwell and Manning (1996) for nonconstituent coordination in general, and in this analysis, the verb phrases (VPs) in both conjuncts are split. In RNR, the shared element will be zipped to each conjunct. The second analysis in LFG is function spreading, in which the shared element in one conjunct can be spread over the whole coordinate structure. This paper argues against both analyses in LFG, claiming that the two analyses are unable to account for all examples of shared arguments in MSA.

3.1 Split Analysis

In the LFG framework, Maxwell & Manning (1996) propose a theory that is able to account for nonconstituent coordination in some languages. Maxwell & Manning (1996) argue that the example in (16) is acceptable because the object potatoes is a valid object for the verb likes in the first conjunct and also a valid object for the verb dislike in the second conjunct. This analysis can be performed by allowing both VPs in both conjuncts to be split. In this case, rules of coordination refer to partial constituents. This structure in this analysis contains two VPs, and each is split into two VPs: the first one contains the verb, and the second, which is shared between both conjuncts, contains the object. This assumption is allowed by the phrase structure rules in (17), (18) and (19). In this proposal, the x-VP, which contains the object potatoes, can be zipped to both conjuncts, which contain two incomplete VPs.


(17) VP → VP→x x-VP

(18) VP→x → V

(19) x-VP → NP

In rules (17) and (18), the annotation ↓ ∈ ↑ indicates that the f-structures that correspond to the VP nodes in (17) or the V node in (18) are members of a set in the f-structure of the mother node. The annotation (↑ OBJ) = ↓ implies that the NP, which is the shared argument, functions as an object; thus, the f-structure of this node is a value of an attribute, labeled OBJ in the the f-structure of the mother node. The rules above allow a sentence such as (16), repeated in (20a) with the c-structure in (20b).
(20) a. ‘John likes and Bill dislikes potatoes’ (Maxwell and Manning, 1996, 7).

b. 

The RNR pivot, which contains the NP potatoes in example (20a), is obviously outside the coordinate structure and should be zipped to both conjuncts to constitute a complete sentence in each conjunct.

However, some problems in this analysis render it unable to account for some MSA examples. In MSA, the RNR pivot may be unsuitable for both predicates in a coordinate structure. For example, the coordinate structure in example (21) contains two verbs that require different complements. In the first conjunct, the verb dāhala “entered” requires an NP as a complement, but the verb ḫaṟaḡa “left” in the second conjunct requires an oblique as a complement. The prepositional phrase (PP) mina al-manzil-i “from the house” satisfies the requirement of the second predicate, which is ḫaṟaḡa “left”. This example shows that the analysis of Maxwell and Manning (1996) fails to account for all examples of this phenomenon in MSA. If we assume that the NP al-manzil-i “the house” that is the object of the preposition should be outside the coordinate structure and then zipped to both predicates, this assumption causes a problem in that the predicate in the first conjunct requires an object that carries an accusative case marker; thus, the noun al-manzil-i “the house”, which carries a genitive case marker, cannot fulfill the requirement of this predicate.

(21) sālim-un dāhala wa ‘alī-un ḫaṟaḡa mina al-manzil-i.
Salem-NOM enter.PFV.3SGM and Ali-NOM leave.PFV.3SGM from DEF-house-GEN
‘Salem entered and Ali left the house’

Another argument against this analysis comes from the fact that MSA allows the RNR pivot to occur in more than one position. In examples such as those in (5), repeated in (22), the RNR pivot occurs in the first conjunct, before and after the verb in this conjunct. The problem with both examples below is that they require the NP to occur in different positions, making the analysis more complicated.

(22) a. ʔaḥmad-a gābal-tu wa kallama Zayd-un.
Ahmad-ACC meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SG Zayd-NOM
‘I met (Ahmad) and Zayd talked to Ahmad’

b. gābal-tu ʔaḥmad-a wa kallama Zayd-un.
meet.PFV-1SG Ahmad-ACC and talk.PFV.3SG Zayd-NOM
‘I met (Ahmad) and Zayd talked to Ahmad’

Another argument against this analysis comes from an example such as that in (12), repeated in (23) below. In this example, the predicates in the coordinate structure share an argument, which is the proper noun Zayd. However, the verb in the first conjunct requires Zayd as a subject, while the verb in the second conjunct requires it as an object. This example causes a serious problem for the analysis proposed by Maxwell and Manning (1996), as it is impossible to assume that Zayd can serve as an argument for both predicates, given that it carries accusative case marking, which is suitable for the object function; thus, this argument can function as an object for the second predicate only.
The previous examples in MSA and the ensuing problems lead us to state that the analysis proposed by Maxwell and Manning (1996) for nonconstituent coordination cannot account for this phenomenon in MSA. The following section considers another analysis for this phenomenon within the LFG framework.

3.2 Function Spreading

Another analysis in LFG that is used to account for nonconstituent coordination is called function spreading. This analysis allows some member of a conjunct in a coordinate structure to be spread over the whole coordinate structure. Frank (2002) uses this approach to account for the subject gap in finite/franked coordinate structures in German. The problem in this construction is that one NP in the coordinate structure functions as a subject for all conjuncts in this construction. The following example in German, quoted from Frank (2002, p. 176), illustrates this construction:

(24) ‘In den Wald ging der Jäger und fing einen Hasen’.  
‘the forest went the hunter and caught a hare’

The problem in example (24) is that the second conjunct in this coordinate structure lacks a subject that is required by the verb in this conjunct. To solve this problem, Frank (2002) uses a function spreading approach that allows the subject feature to be distributed over the whole construction. Frank (2002, 188) proposes the following phrase structure rule for the example in (24).

(25) CP → CP Conj CP
      ↓ $\epsilon$ ↑ ↑=↓↓ $\epsilon$ ↑

($\downarrow$ GDF) = ($\uparrow$ GDF)

GDF in this rule refers to grammaticalized discourse functions, which are SUBJ, TOPIC and FOCUS. In example (24), the subject of the first conjunct is GDF, and the annotation ($\downarrow$GDF) = ($\uparrow$GDF) beneath the CP ensures that the subject of the first conjunct is distributed over the whole construction; as a result, the second conjunct that lacks a subject will be complete (Note 3). The rule in (25) allows the following c-structure:

(26)
The f-structure that corresponds to this c-structure is represented in (27). The new aspect of this f-structure is that the rule in this analysis allows the two conjuncts to share the subject function. This is represented in the f-structure by number 2, which means that the SUBJ attributes in both conjuncts share the same value, which contains the NP the hunter. Given this analysis, the two predicates have all their requirements, and the f-structure is wellformed.

\[
(27) \begin{align*}
\text{CONJ} & \quad \text{‘and’} \\
\text{PRED} & \quad \text{‘go} < \text{(SUBJ), (OBL)} > \text{’} \\
\text{TOPIC} & \quad [\text{OBJ} \quad \text{OBL}] \\
\text{SUBJ} & \quad \text{[PRED ‘the forest’]} \\
\text{OBL} & \quad \text{[PRED ‘the hunter’]} \\
\text{OBJ} & \quad \text{[PRED ‘a hare’]} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Sadler (2006) uses the same approach (function spreading) to account for a similar phenomenon in Welsh. In some coordinate structures in this language, the verb in the first conjunct is marked for tense, while the remainder of conjuncts have non-finite verbs, and the subject is shared between all the conjuncts in the construction. The following example illustrates this structure in Welsh:

(28) “Aeth y ffermwr at y drws a churo arno”.  
“The farmer went to the door and knocked on it” (Rouveret, 1994, p. 302)

In example (28), the verb in the first conjunct, which is aeth “went”, is in the past tense, while the verb churo “knock” is not marked for any tense. However, the second conjunct is semantically interpreted as denoting the past tense. Additionally, the whole construction has one shared subject, which is y ffermwr “the farmer”.

To solve the problems of the tense and subject, Sadler (2006) argues that coordination in this structure is between IP and VP and proposes the following phrase structure rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(29) IP} & \quad \text{IP} & \quad \text{Conj} & \quad \text{VP} \\
\downarrow \epsilon & \uparrow & \uparrow=\downarrow & \downarrow \epsilon & \uparrow \\
\text{(↓ TENSE)} & = (↑ TENSE) \\
\text{(↓ SUBJ)} & = (↑ SUBJ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The annotations beneath the IP, which are (↓ TENSE) = (↑ TENSE) and (↓ SUBJ) = (↑ SUBJ), spread the feature of TENSE and SUBJ. The rule in (29) allows the following c-structure for the sentence in example (28):
The f-structure in (31) shows the function information of this analysis. The SUBJ function and the TENSE feature, which are available in the first conjunct, are spread to the second conjunct. This spreading is represented in the f-structure by using the number 1 to connect the TENSE feature and the number 2 to connect the SUBJ feature between the two embedded f-structures.

Alzaidi (2010) argues that the function spreading approach is the best approach for RNR in the Hijazi Arabic dialect. He proposes the following phrase structure rule and states that it allows for the spreading of the object function over the whole coordinate structure in this dialect.

The annotation (↓ OBJ) = (↑ OBJ) beneath the IP node implies that the object of the second conjunct is spread over the whole construction and is shared by the two conjuncts in this way. In other words, this annotation
implies that the OBJ is a distributive feature, and thus, the value of the OBJ is shared between the two clauses. Alzaidi (2010, 83) proposes the c-structure in (34a) and the f-structure in (34b) for the example in (33).

(33) ‘hind kaddatbat bas ḥālid šaddaq al-ḥabar’.
Hind disprove.pfv.3sgf but Khaled believe.pfv.3sgm def-news
‘Hind disproved and Khaled believed the news’

(34) a. 

This analysis assumes that the coordinate structure is between two IPs and that both are members in a set shown in the f-structure. The f-structure labeled $j$ represents the first conjunct, and the predicate in this f-structure requires a SUBJ and OBJ. These requirements must be satisfied, or the f-structure will be ill-formed. The SUBJ function is available in this clause, and the OBJ is also available in this clause by sharing the value of the OBJ function with the second conjunct. The sharing relationship is represented by the number 1 shown in both clauses and can be represented by a line that connects the two functions in the two f-structures.
This analysis may account for this phenomenon in the Hijazi Arabic dialect and can easily account for different positions of the pivot in MSA, as represented in examples (4a) and (5), repeated in (35) below.

     meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV-3SG Salem-NOM Ahmad-ACC
     ‘I met (Ahmad) and Salem talked to Ahmad’

     b. ʔāḥmad-a gābal-tu wa kallam Zayd-un.
     Ahmad-ACC meet.PFV-1SG and talk.PFV.3SG Zayd-NOM
     ‘I met (Ahmad) and Zayd talked to Ahmad’

     c. gābal-tu ʔāḥmad-a wa kallam Zayd-un.
     meet.PFV-1SG Ahmad-ACC and talk.PFV.3SG Zayd-NOM
     ‘I met (Ahmad) and Zayd talked to Ahmad’

A phrase structure rule such as that in (36) can successfully solve the problem of different positions in MSA by using a disjunction. In one case, the pivot occurs in the first conjunct, and in the other case, the pivot occurs in the second conjunct. Thus, the IP either with or without object spreading can occur in each conjunct.

(36) IP \[\rightarrow \{\text{IP} \mid \Downarrow \in \uparrow \} \text{ Conj } \{\text{IP} \mid \Downarrow \in \uparrow \} \Downarrow \in \uparrow (\Downarrow \text{OBJ}) \rightarrow (\uparrow \text{OBJ})\]

However, the case in MSA is more complicated, and the use of MSA reveals problems with this analysis. First, this approach cannot solve the problem caused by an example such as (21), repeated in (37). In this example, the shared element is al-manzil-i “the house”, not the whole PP min al-manzil-i “from the house”; the first predicate requires an NP, which is al-manzil-i “the house”, and the second predicate requires a PP, which is min al-manzil-i “from the house”. The requirement of the second predicate (the PP) is available in the second conjunct, while the first predicate occurs without an overt object.

(37) sālim-un daḥala wa ʕalī-un ḥarağa min al-manzil-i.
     Salem-NOM enter.PFV-3SGM and Ali-NOM leave.PFV-3SGM from DEF-house-GEN
     ‘Salem entered and Ali left the house’

Second, this analysis cannot account for an example such as (12), repeated in (38). This example contains two predicates sharing a single argument, which is Zayd, but the first predicate requires this NP as a subject, while the second requires it as an object. The NP carries an accusative case marking, making it suitable for the second predicate. This kind of example cannot be analyzed with a function spreading approach because it is assumed that the function that spread from the second clause is a general grammatical function (GF) using annotation such as (\(\downarrow \text{GF}) = (\uparrow \text{GF})\) beneath the second IP. The problem will remain in the f-structure, shown in (39). In this f-structure, the value of the OBJ attribute in \(y\) f-structure is \(h\) f-structure, and it contains an attribute called CASE with the value ACC, indicating that the case marking of this argument is accusative. This argument is thus unsuitable for the SUBJ function in \(y\) f-structure, which needs a nominative case marking.

(38) ẓakram-an-i wa kallam-tu zayd-an.
     honor.PFV.3SGM-1SG and talk.PFV-1SG Zayd-ACC
     ‘(Zayd) honored me and I talked to him’
4. MSA analysis

This section proposes a new analysis in which missed arguments in each conjunct are analyzed as omitted arguments. This section demonstrates that this analysis is the best analysis for shared arguments in MSA and shows that it is possible in the LFG framework. This section opens with a short explanation of null subjects and objects in MSA and then demonstrates that the suggested analysis in this paper is able to account for all examples that caused serious problems for the previous analyses of this phenomenon in LFG.

4.1 Null Subject and Object in MSA

MSA is a pro-drop language, which means that a verb may occur without an overt subject if the subject can be understood. The null subject in this case can be understood from the agreement of the verb. The following examples illustrate null subjects in MSA:

\begin{verbatim}
(40) a. ḏahab-tu ʔilā a'-madrasat-i.
go.PFV-1SG to DEF-school-GEN
‘(I) went to the school’
b. ḏahab-nā ʔilā a'-madrasat-i.
go.PFV-1PL to DEF-school-GEN
‘(we) went to the school’
\end{verbatim}

In example (40a), the verb ḏahab-tu “went” agrees with a first-person singular subject, and this agreement is understood from the suffix tu. The subject does not occur with the verb in this example. Similarly, the verb in example (40b) occurs with a null subject that is understood from the agreement of the verb. The verb ḏahab-nā “went” agrees with a first-person plural subject by the suffix na we assume that this suffix is only an agreement and it is not functioning as a subject as it is assumed in traditional grammar or other frameworks, including some LFG analyses.

Additionally, null arguments are not restricted to a subject function in MSA; other arguments, such as the object, can be omitted in MSA. In the following examples, the objects of the verbs are omitted. Both examples can occur in a context in which someone told the speaker something and the speaker replied with one of these examples. In example (41a), the verb faḥim-tu “understood” forms a full sentence and is well-formed, indicating that this sentence is complete and contains all arguments required by the verb (a subject and an object) even though both are omitted because they can be understood from the context. Likewise, the verb
sami\textsuperscript{c}-tu "I heard" in example (41b) lacks an explicit subject and object, although its requirements are satisfied. The following question thus arises: how can this kind of sentence be analyzed within a framework such as LFG?

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\text{(41) a. } & \text{fahim-tu.} \\
& \text{understand.PFV-1SG} \\
& \text{ʻ(I) understood (it)ʻ}
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\text{b. } & \text{sami\textsuperscript{c}-tu.} \\
& \text{hear.PFV-1SG} \\
& \text{ʻ(I) heard (you)ʻ}
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

In LFG, examples such as the two examples in (41) are analyzed as containing null arguments. This paper will analyze them as having null arguments, but by using an empty category. This paper follows Simpson (1991) and Alotaibi (2014) in using an empty category in LFG. Simpson (1991) uses the empty category for analyzing auxiliaries in Warlpiri, while Alotaibi (2014) uses this category for analyzing the head noun of relative clauses in the Taif dialect. This paper claims that the following phrase structure rule that is proposed in Alotaibi (2014, p. 310) can be used here for the null subject or object.

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\text{(42) } & \text{N'} \rightarrow \left\{ \varepsilon \mid \text{N} \right\} \\
& \text{↑=↓} \\
& \text{↑=↓}
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

The rule in (42) covers two possibilities for a noun that functions as a subject or object, which are explicit or implicit. The symbol ε in this rule corresponds to the empty category and allows the subject or object to be omitted. The first choice in this rule does not allow the omitted argument to appear in the c-structure and shows only that this element has a function in the f-structure. The following c-structure and f-structure represent the sentence in (41a), which lacks both an overt subject and an overt object.

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
\text{(43) a. IP} \\
& \text{fahim-tu}
\end{align*}
\end{equation}
b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} & \text{‘understand} < (\text{SUBJ}), (\text{OBJ}) > \\
\text{TENSE} & \text{past} \\
\text{SUBJ} & \begin{cases}
\text{PRED} & \text{‘PRO’} \\
\text{PERS} & 1 \\
\text{NUM} & \text{SG}
\end{cases} \\
\text{OBJ} & \begin{cases}
\text{PRED} & \text{‘PRO’} \\
\text{GEND} & \text{M} \\
\text{PERS} & 3 \\
\text{NUM} & \text{SG}
\end{cases}
\end{array}
\]

The f-structure in (43b) shows that the verb in this sentence requires a subject and object, and both requirements are satisfied. Therefore, this sentence is complete, and the f-structure is well-formed. The PRED of the omitted subject or object is represented as a PRED whose value is PRO, as shown in the f-structure in (43b).

4.2 Suggested Analysis

Verbs that contain null subjects and null objects in MSA can be coordinated. The following examples contain two conjuncts, each of which lacks an explicit subject and object.

\[(44)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
a. & \quad \text{sam\textsuperscript{c}-tu} \quad \text{wa} \quad ?\text{ata\textsuperscript{c}-tu}. \\
& \quad \text{hear.PFV-1SG} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{follow.PFV-1SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘(I) heard (you) and followed (you)’} \\
b. & \quad \text{qara?-ta} \quad \text{wa} \quad \text{katab-ta.} \\
& \quad \text{read.PFV-2SG} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{write.PFV-2SG} \\
& \quad \text{‘(you) read (something) and (you) wrote (something)’}
\end{align*}
\]

This paper suggests a new analysis for shared arguments in MSA, including RNR, and this analysis is based on the ability to omit the subject and object in MSA, as shown in previous examples. This paper suggests that the pivot element cannot be analyzed as a shared argument between the two conjuncts and should instead be analyzed as an argument that fills one function in its local clause. The missed argument in this case is assumed to be a null argument in MSA, where arguments can be frequently deleted, as demonstrated above. This analysis should be performed by adding a phrase structure rule such as that in (42), repeated below:

\[(45)\]
\[
\begin{array}{c}
N’ \rightarrow \{ \epsilon \quad | \quad N \} \\
\uparrow=\downarrow \quad \uparrow=\downarrow
\end{array}
\]

This rule allows nouns to be explicit or implicit in MSA. The following sentence, which illustrates RNR in MSA, has two conjuncts, and each verb in these conjuncts requires a subject and object, which is missing in the first conjunct. In the analysis proposed in this paper, we should assume that there is an omitted object in the first conjunct and that this omitted object is the same as the pronounced object in the second conjunct. The example in (46) will be represented in the c-structure in (47a) and the f-structure in (47b). The missing object in the first conjunct is not shown in the c-structure, but it is represented in the f-structure of the first conjunct, and the PRED of this object is “pro”, as shown in the f-structure in (47b).
write.PFV.3SGM Khaled-NOM and read.PFV.3SGM Hamed-NOM DEF-letter-ACC
‘Khaled wrote and Hamed read the letter’

(47) a.

This analysis is easily able to account for RNR in MSA when the pivot appears in the second clause, as shown above, and this approach can also account for the shared object when it appears in the first conjunct, as shown in (5), repeated below as (48):

b. [CONJ ‘and’
   [PRED ‘write < (SUBJ), (OBJ)>’
    TENSE past
    j: [SUBJ PERS 3
    NUM SG
    [PRED ‘Khaled’]]
    OBJ PERS 3
    NUM SG
    [PRED ‘prov’]]
    f: [PRED ‘read < (SUBJ), (OBJ)>’
    TENSE past
    y: [SUBJ PERS 3
    NUM SG
    [PRED ‘Hamed’]]
    OBJ PERS 3
    NUM SG
    [PRED ‘the letter’]]
   al-risālat-a]
Additionally, the main advantage of this suggested analysis is that it can account for some examples in MSA that cannot be accounted for in other analyses. For example, an example such as (21), repeated as (49), contains a shared element that is needed for a different function in each conjunct. The NP al-manzil-i “the house” functions as an object of a preposition in the second conjunct, but it is needed to function as an object of the verb daḥala “enter” in the first conjunct.

The analysis of this paper can solve this problem by assuming that an object is omitted in the first conjunct. The analysis of this example is represented in the c-structure in (50a) and the f-structure in (50b). Notably, the object of the verb in the first conjunct, which is not shown in the c-structure, is represented as “pro” in the f-structure in (50b). The f-structure of the second conjunct clearly shows that the requirements of the two verbs differ, as the verb in the second conjunct requires an oblique, rather than an object, and this requirement is satisfied by the PP in the second conjunct. Thus, the connection between the value of OBL in the second conjunct and the value of OBJ in the first clause cannot make this f-structure well-formed. The feature CASE ACC in the OBJ f-structure in the first conjunct indicates that the “pro” fills a function that requires an accusative case marking. In contrast, the feature CASE GEN in the OBJ f-structure inside the OBL f-structure indicates that the NP “the house” fills a function with a genitive case marking.

Another problem in MSA that cannot be solved by the previous LFG-based analyses of this phenomenon is shown in example (12), repeated in (51). In this example, the shared element zayd-an, which appears in the second conjunct, fills an object function in this conjunct, and the case marking of this noun is accusative. In contrast, the verb in the first conjunct requires the same proper noun as a subject, and the case marking of subjects in MSA is nominative, indicating that zayd-an cannot fill both functions with the accusative case marking. The suggested analysis in this paper can solve this problem by assuming that the missed element is a null subject. The c-structure in (52a) and f-structure in (52b) represent the coordinate structure in example (51). The verb in the first conjunct in this example requires a subject and an object. The subject is the proper noun Zayd, which appears in the second conjunct with an accusative case marking. Thus, we are led to assume that the subject of the verb in the first conjunct is pro, and it is represented in the f-structure only (the case marking of this pro is represented by the feature CASE NOM in the f-structure). Additionally, the verb in the first conjunct agrees with an object that is marked as first person and is represented in the f-structure as well. The verb in the second conjunct also requires a subject and an object. The subject is missing and is represented in the f-structure as pro, while the object is the shared element Zayd, which carries an accusative case marking (the case marking of Zayd is represented by the feature CASE ACC in the f-structure). In sum, the analysis of this paper can account for a shared element such as Zayd in this example, which is required to address a different function in each conjunct.
5. Conclusion

This paper has argued for a new analysis for shared arguments, including RNR, in the LFG framework. This work has shown that the previous analyses in LFG, namely, split analysis and function spreading, cannot account for all examples of this phenomenon in MSA. Therefore, this paper proposes a new analysis that can account for the two types of shared arguments in MSA discussed above and that can account for all types of examples for which problems arose for the previous LFG-based analyses. The new approach in this paper analyzes the missing argument as a null argument that should be presented in the f-structure as pro. This analysis, as shown above, can account for the shared argument when it fills a different function in each conjunct. Moreover, this analysis is consistent with the fact that MSA is a pro-drop language, which means that subjects and objects can be deleted. This paper suggests that the new analysis in LFG is applicable to other languages and can account for similar phenomena in other languages without problems.
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**Notes**


Note 2. The data in this paper were obtained from experts in Arabic linguistics departments in some universities in Saudi Arabia, including the author, who has knowledge about this language.

Note 3. The clause is complete if it contains all the governable grammatical functions that are required by its predicate (see Dalrymple, 2001).
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